Abstract. Considerable information on the state of the magnetosphere is embedded in the structure of nightside charged particle precipitation. To reduce ambiguity and maximize the geophysically significant information extracted, a detailed scheme for quantitatively classifying nightside precipitation is introduced. The proposed system, which includes operational definitions and which has been automated, consists of boundary 1, the "zeroenergy" convection boundary (often the plasmapause); boundary 2e, the point where the large-scale gradient dEe/dX switches from positive to _<0 (the start of the main plasma sheet); boundary 2i, the ion high-energy precipitation cutoff (the ion isotropy boundary or the start of the tail current sheet); boundaries 3a,b, the most equatorward and poleward electron acceleration events (spectra with "monoenergetic peaks") above 0.25 erg/cm 2 s; boundary 4s, the transition of electron precipitation from unstructured on a >10-km spatial scale (spectra have 0.6-0.95 correlation coefficients with neighbors) to structured (correlation coefficient usually 0.4 and below); boundary 5, the poleward edge of the main auroral oval, marked by a spatially sharp drop in energy fluxes by a factor of at least 4 to levels below those typical of the auroral oval; and boundary 6, the poleward edge of the subvisual drizzle often observed poleward of the auroral oval.
Introduction and Background
Thirty years ago the first precipitation classification scheme was introduced: Johnson et al. [1966] identified a hard zone and a soft zone, the latter defined by the presence of counts in the >80-eV electron detector but not in the >21-keV detector. This classification system had an elegant simplicity and operational clarity not subsequently approached. It lacked only utility and geophysical significance. Burch [1968] showed that the soft zone existed on both the dayside and nightside but was softer on the former. Later it was shown that some of the dayside precipitation originates in the magnetosheath [Heikkila and Winningham, 1971; Frank, 1971] . In a series of papers we have previously discussed the classification and quantitative identification of various types of dayside precipitation [Newell and Meng, 1988a [1975] (hereafter referred to as WYAH75) made a major advance in describing the nightside precipitation morphology and its dependence on the substorm cycle. They divided the precipitation into plasma mapping to the near-Earth quasi-dipolar field lines, which they referred to as "the central part of the plasma sheet" and hence termed the CPS, and plasma
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others [Deehr et al., 1976; Weiss et al., 1992] , discrete auroral arcs map to the main plasma sheet which lies poleward (tailward) of the stable trapping boundary of 35-keV electrons. FG85 also pointed out that an auroral classification scheme must include an additional precipitation region, namely, subvisual drizzle which lies poleward of the main auroral oval. They cited a long but little noted history of measurements requiring such a separate classification (e.g., Eather [1969] ).
In the present paper we revisit the question of nightside morphology for three reasons: (1) Much new research has been done in recent years on the phenomenology of nightside precipitation. This research makes it possible to introduce a nightside classification system with more geophysically significant information. (2) Because it has recently become obvious that researchers use the same terms in quite different ways, we wish to introduce operationally unambiguous algorithms for identifying these significant boundaries. (3) The phenomenology of nightside precipitation is more complex than reported by WYAH75, and, in some instances, their discussion requires modification. Notably neither the CPS, however defined, nor any other precipitation region is substantially independent of substorm cycle. Indeed, the CPS of WYAH75 almost disappears after -16 hours of extreme magnetic quiet.
The data presented herein are from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) F7 polar-orbiting satellite, which was in a nearly circular 835-km-altitude orbit with 98.7 ø inclination. F7 was Sun synchronous, lying in the 1030-2230 magnetic local time (MLT) plane. The SSJ4 particle detectors onboard measured electrons and ions from 32 eV to 30 keV in 19-point spectra with 1-s resolution [Hardy et al., 1984] . The satellite was three-axis stabilized, with the SSJ4 aperture always pointed toward zenith so that at auroral latitudes only particles well within the loss cone were sampled.
Structure of Nightside Precipitation: Physical Significance of the Boundaries
As in many situations, an example is clearer than words alone; hence consider Plate 1, which presents a DMSP F7 pass at 1123 UT on January 3, 1985 during a recovery phase. Plate 1 is presented as a typical case; a discussion of the effects of substorm cycle is deferred until section 4. We consider in turn each of the most geophysically significant boundaries that can be identified in this picture. Because operational definitions which are robust require an attention to detail that is tedious to many, section 2 gives conceptually oriented definitions, with the fine print reserved for section 3.
Boundary 1, the zero-energy convection boundary (1127:13 UT). Zero-energy electrons and ions have no curvature or gradient drifts, hence they should share a common equatorward boundary, one which is determined purely by the electric and magnetic field configuration (that is, the boundary which results only from a consideration of ExB drift effects). The DMSP low-energy ion detector has an extremely large geometric factor, which makes it possible to observe such coincidences despite the comparatively low fluxes of ions at low energies. Newell and Meng [1988b] have reported that in the dusk and midnight sectors the electron and ion zero-energy cutoffs indeed coincide on 80% of the passes. To maintain operational unambiguity, we propose that the zero-energy electron and ion boundaries be separately defined (denoted b le and b 1 i, respectively). Then, when the two boundaries indeed coincide to within 0.25 ø magnetic latitude, one may reasonably say that a zero-energy convection boundary exists. Any model electric or magnetic field of the magnetotail specifies a unique position for this boundary (as a function of MLT); hence observation of the boundary provides a direct comparison between theory and reality. In some theoretical formulations the zero-energy convection boundary is also the plasmapause location [Nishida, 1966] Galperin, 1974, 1982] . However, its subsequent convection toward lower latitudes is the result of ExB drift effects. To maintain operational unambiguity, and because the zero-energy boundary has theoretical importance in its own right, we do not stress here the connection with the plasmapause. Boundary 2e, the poleward edge of the dEe/dX > 0 region (1125:47 UT). It has long been known that lowenergy electrons in the plasma sheet reach closer to Earth than do higher-energy electrons [Vasyliunas, 1968; Schield and Frank, 1970; Fairfield and Vinas, 1984] . The higher the energy of the electrons measured, the farther from the Earth they appear to have a cutoff (some exceptions exist, such as when a dispersionless injection occurs). As a lowaltitude spacecraft moves poleward from boundary l e, progressively higher-energy electrons are observed, so that dEe/clX > 0 (where E• is the average energy of the electrons). As one reaches the main plasma sheet, electrons of all energies are observed. Farther poleward the overall trend is for dE•/dX < 0 (the region of negative gradient has a slope of smaller magnitude and exhibits more fluctuations than does the region of positive gradient), simply because the plasma sheet is progressively colder farther from the Earth. The point where dEe/dX = 0 is one measure of the start of the main plasma sheet (or in the terminology of FG85, the true start of the central plasma sheet).
Boundary 2i, the high-energy ion equatorward precipitation cutoff or precipitating energy flux maximum (1126:00 UT). This boundary is also the isotropy boundary Neither the tail current sheet nor the precipitating highenergy ions have a sharply defined boundary. Operationally we propose to use the ion precipitating energy flux peak (integrated over the range 3-30 keV), which universally occurs near the equatorward boundary of the highenergy ion precipitation, as the definition of b2i. The geophysical significance of the boundary is that it represents a good approximation to the earthward edge of the tail current sheet. Sergeev and Gvozdevsky [1995] have demonstrated that the latitude of this ion isotropy boundary has a very high correlation (r-0.9), with the magnetic field inclination (degree of stretching) measured simultaneously at the geomagnetic equator.
A conceptually closely related boundary is the >30-40-keV electron-stable trapping boundary for electrons, which we term b2t. Although we cannot directly identify it in our DMSP database, it has long been considered useful. Thought in the 1960s to represent the open/closed field line boundary, b2t is now generally recognized as another measure of where field lines begin to be significantly stretched (see the discussion on pp. 246-247, FG85). Be-tegral parameters are denoted n, JE, and E, referring to density, energy flux, and average energy, respectively. These quantities can take the subscript "e" for electrons or Boundaries b3a, b (most equatorward and poleward electron acceleration events). Each individual spectrum is examined for evidence of a monoenergetic peak. This can either be a single channel with a differential energy flux 5 times larger than any other or a sharp drop by at least a factor of 10 below the electron differential energy flux peak. Details of this algorithm, including special cases, are presented in a separate paper [Newell et al., 1996] . The most equatorward and poleward individual spectra showing such monoenergetic peaks are flagged as boundaries b3a and b3b, without regard to other boundary locations.
Boundary b4s (structured/unstructured boundary). The counts in the various channels for a given spectrum are correlated with the corresponding counts in the five previous spectra, and the five resulting correlation coefficients are averaged (<r> Plate 3. The nightside precipitation pattern shortly after an onset which followed a period of prolonged quiet (December 20, 1983 at 2100 UT).
drops below 4.0, the search is halted. b4s is set to be the farthest poleward spectrum within the final group of 7 s, which has <r> > 0.60.
Special case: If the energy fluxes result only in an aurora which is subvisual (Je < 10.7 or 0.25 erg/cm 2 s), the correlation coefficient is suppressed (halved); hence lowflux but homogeneous regions such as polar rain are automatically excluded.
Boundaries bSe,bSi (poleward edge of main oval). These boundaries are computed separately, but using the same procedure. An average of JE for the previous 12 s is compared with Je for the succeeding 12 s. When a drop-off of a factor of 4 is located, a provisional b5 boundary is determined. Note that this algorithm emphasizes locating a sharp gradient in the flux levels. Boundaries 3a,b, the most equatorward and poleward electron acceleration events. In the literature many proxies for identifying the region of discrete auroras exist. For example it appears that most electron acceleration events, and certainly those of high accelerating potential values, occur on the stretched field lines that lie poleward of the >40-keV electron-stable trapping boundary [Frank and Ackerson, 1971] . It is quite feasible to examine each electron spectrum and determine whether it shows signs of a field-aligned accelerating potential. Therefore we include boundaries 3a and 3b, which, based on the examination of each individual spectrum, are the farthest equatorward and farthest poleward sites of electron acceleration. A spectrum is identified as accelerated if it has either a monoenergetic peak or a sharp cutoff above the spectral peak (more detail is available in Newell et aI. [1996] ). Although we have opinions about the likely location of these boundaries, it is best that they be identified separately from all other precipitation boundaries.
Boundary 4s, the onset of spatial structure in electron precipitation (on a scale of >_5-10 kin) (1125:14 To move from a qualitative description (structured) to a quantitative description, we investigated the behavior of the correlation coefficient of individual spectra with their neighbors. Figure 1 shows a plot of the running in nature.) Sometimes, especially in quiet ti•nes, including quieting times following a substorm, a subvisual drizzle can extend poleward of the oval. The conceptual definition of the poleward edge of the main auroral oval is that the precipitating fluxes drop by a factor of at least 4 over a short distance to values below 3 x 10 •ø eV/cm 2 s sr (electrons) or 10 •ø eV/cm 2 s sr (ions). We emphasize that even for northward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions such sharp drop-offs still occur and separate the main auroral oval from the polar cap precipitation (which, to be sure, usually resembles the structured plasma sheet precipitation, although not at the intensity of the main oval). Boundary 6, the poleward boundary of the subvisual drizzle (1123:53 UT). Poleward of the main auroral oval is a weak subvisual drizzle that differs from polar rain in several ways. The subvisual drizzle usually includes weak ion as well as electron precipitation; the drizzle is structured, whereas polar rain is comparatively homogeneous; and the typical electron energies are a bit higher than normal for polar rain. Polar rain is intense poleward of the dayside oval and declines gradually in intensity as it moves toward the nightside oval. The subvisual drizzle extends poleward from the nightside oval and terminates either when fluxes drop to background levels or (less commonly) when a smooth, coherent electron polar rain signature is encountered.
Operational Definitions of Nightside Precipitation
In this section we give the detail required to operationally define the various boundaries unambiguously. The intemporarily drop below oval levels only to rise again clearly to oval values. Boundary b6 (the poleward boundary of the subvisual drizzle). This boundary is defined by the point where either polar rain is encountered (identified by the presence of unstructured electrons and no ions) or Jee drops below 10.4 and jE i drops below 9.6. Special cases: The drizzle is defined by weak structured fluxes with ions and electrons above noise levels. By checking the computed average energy, one can infer whether noise is significant: For example if counts are randomly distributed across all channels, one would obtain E = 15 keV for DMSP. If Ee < 500 eV, even a flux as low as 10.0 is acceptable. A lower average energy implies that a lower minimum flux level is interpretable as physical.
Geomagnetic Activity and the Stages of Nightside Precipitation
Occasional intervals of prolonged quiet occur in which many hours elapse with no apparent auroral activity. Plate 2, a spectrogram from November 29, 1984 at 0519 UT, shows the precipitation observed during an extreme example of magnetic quiet. The last previous substorm ended some 16 hours previously, at least judged by the flat and near-zero values for A U and AL in the intervening interval. In this unusual case the entire CPS as defined by WYAH75 is below easily measurable levels--the region of hot but highly correlated electron precipitation (between b2e and b4s) has virtually disappeared. Also gone is the Poleward of the bulge feature (between 2100:45 and 2101:35 UT) lies the highly structured precipitation characteristic of the activated BPS of WYAH75. This region is highly structured in the sense that the correlation between neighboring electron spectra is low (typically in the 0.0-0.4 range). During active times this region contains electrons of several keV, even in individual spectra that do not contain the classic signs of an accelerating downward potential. In general, as reported by WYAH75, only during quiet (or quieting) conditions does the structured region of precipitation (between our b4s and b5e) consist of comparatively soft plasma (kTe < -300 eV, kTi-1 keV) (we have added information on the ions to the description of WYAH75). Although we agree with the WYAH75 description of this phenomenon, it is not clear whether the original explanation is correct, that is, whether the disappearance of the "deactivated BPS" reflects the energization of that plasma population. The sharp poleward cutoffs to the electron and ion precipitation that often appear during substorm activity are reasonably ascribed to an open/closed field line boundary; it may therefore be that the ionosphere is no longer magnetically connected to the more distant plasma sheet population that originally supplied the soft precipitation.
Our final example is Plate 4, representing a DMSP F7 pass from December 11, 1984 at 1117 UT, representing moderately active auroral conditions. (Note that the phenomenon observed at 1118:32 UT is caused by MeV electrons from the radiation belt penetrating the detectors and does not represent precipitation.) The dEe/dX > 0 region is reasonably well developed, along with the associated low-energy ion injection. The fairly sharp poleward cutoff at 1120:58 UT is characteristic of active times and has reasonably been interpreted as representing the open/closed field line boundary. In this case one can observe at the poleward edge of the auroral oval what is a fairly common feature of active times, yet seems to be unmentioned in the literature. Notice that there is a faint highenergy (-1-15-keV) electron "overhang" present. Reports in the literature generally describe the poleward subvisual "polar diffuse aurora" as owing to low-energy electrons, which they often surely do. However, in the course of creating automated boundary identifications for the nightside oval, we found that this narrow and diffuse high-energy electron overhang is frequent during active times. Figure 2 shows that the correlation coefficient allows for a rigorous separation between the structured and unstructured portions of the auroral oval. Prior to 1120:06 UT each spectrum correlated with its five preceding neighbors on the level of 0.6-0.98, albeit with occasional dips. Poleward of 1120:06 UT the correlation dropped dramatically, to the range generally below 0.5, although with occasional spikes above that level.
It remains to discuss precipitation patterns under quieting conditions following a substorm. Actually Plate 1 represents such a case. The extended dEe/dX > 0 region is proof that substorm activity recently occurred, whereas the lack of energization in the poleward region of the structured auroral oval occurs only under quieting conditions. In the latter respect the behavior of the auroral oval consistently follows the pattern first described by WYAH75. This difference in how the term diffuse aurora is defined explains why, according to FG85, nearly all of the precipitating energy flux into the ionosphere occurs in the oval of discrete forms, whereas to many satellite researchers significant energy flux into the ionosphere is deposited in the diffuse portion of the auroral oval.
We believe that both the Feldstein and Starkov [1967] definition of the oval of discrete forms and the satellitebased definition of spatially structured/unstructured precipitation are valid, but it is now clear that these definitions only approximately coincide. Moreover, it is known that auroral arcs as observed from the ground are narrower than can be resolved from most satellite observations. In fact the scale of auroral arcs is too small to reflect any magnetospheric structure [Borovsky, 1993] . Because the arcs tend to cluster into larger-scale groupings, in most cases a good relationship probably exists between the large-scale electron acceleration events (5 to several hundred kilometers) observed by satellite and the very smallscale discrete arcs (tens or hundreds of meters) observed from the ground. However, to promote precision and avoid apparent contradictions, we suggest limiting the terminology used according to the measurements made. The term "auroral arcs" is best reserved for use by ground-based researchers, or at least by those with the resolution capability to identify -100-m structures (and to determine that the structure is extended in longitude). The satellite community can instead employ the terms "electron acceleration events," "structured aurora," and "unstructured aurora." The first term is quantifiable by the presence of a monoenergetic peak or at least a sharp cutoff above the electron spectral peak. The structure or lack thereof can be determined by the correlation coefficient of individual spectra with their neighbors. Regions lacking accelerated electrons and for which each spectrum closely resembles its neighbors (correlation coefficient 0.6-0.95) are thus the regions of unstructured aurora. Note that not all structured aurora need show signs of electron acceleration.
Finally, the term "diffuse" aurora was introduced by Lui and Anger [1973] in the context of satellite imagery. Since the spatial resolution of such imagery is generally comparable to (or somewhat below) satellite particle data, it is likely that the diffuse aurora generally corresponds to the region of unstructured particle precipitation. However, this is not universally the case, because it is possible to have accelerated electrons with a fairly constant potential drop in auroral bulge features associated with the substorm expansion phase. Thus Bythrow and Potemra [1987] identify a large part of a DMSP optical auroral image as diffuse aurora, although an examination of the particle data shows that the electrons evince clear monoenergetic peaks throughout the region of bright emissions. Because only spatial structure and not acceleration features can be inferred from the imager, it is occasionally possible for a diffuse aurora to be "structured" in the spectral but not the spatial sense. This phenomenon is comparatively rare, however.
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a revised phenomenology of nightside precipitation including boundaries intended to facilitate the abstraction of geophysically significant information. We introduced specific quantitative algorithms to identify these boundaries in order to minimize operational ambiguity. Quantitative details are given in section 3, and justification (including appropriate references) is given in sections 2 and 4. A compact summary follows.
Boundaries ble,bli. The geophysical significance of these boundaries is that zero-energy particles experience no curvature or gradient drifts; hence, their earthward extent is determined solely by ExB drifts. The zero-energy electron boundary often coincides with the plasmapause.
Boundaries b2e,b2i,b2t. In the equatorward portion of the auroral precipitation, dEe/dX > 0; in the poleward portion, dEe/dX < 0. The point where dEe/dX = 0 is termed b2e. One interpretation is that b2e is the start of the main plasma sheet. A boundary often located nearby is the >3-keV ion-precipitating energy-flux maximum, which always occurs near the equatorward edge of the oval, just before the high-energy ion population becomes trapped. The ion isotropy poleward of b2i results from scattering in the current sheet where the gyroradius is comparable to the magnetic field line curvature; hence, b2i is a proxy for the current sheet earthward edge. A closely related boundary is the outer boundary of the Van Allen radiation belt, defined as the stable trapping boundary of >30-40-keV electrons (b2t). This also is physically determined by scattering in the magnetotail current sheet.
Boundaries b3a,b3b. The most equatorward and poleward electron spectra which show signs of fieldaligned acceleration through a potential drop (monoenergetic peaks) are termed boundaries b3a and b3b.
Boundary b4s. Electron precipitation near and sometimes poleward of boundary 2 often lacks spatial structure on a scale length of 5-10 km or larger, in the sense that each spectrum correlates highly with its neighbors (correlation coefficients in the range 0.6-0.95). Farther poleward, the electrons are more highly structured, with correlation coefficients between neighboring spectra generally in the 0.0-0.4 range. The dividing point between structured and unstructured electron precipitation is boundary b4s.
Boundaries bSe,bSi. The contiguous oval generally has a sharp poleward cutoff, with a drop in fluxes by a factor of at least 4 over a -0.2 ø latitudinal range. Although the cutoff is sharper for southward than northward IMF, even in the latter case the drizzle poleward of the oval is typically an order of magnitude less than anything observed in the main oval. Thus a clear poleward boundary to the oval exists, even under northward IMF conditions. Boundary b6. Under active conditions, boundary 5 usually represents the poleward boundary of precipitation, except for a very narrow "overhang" region of weak electron precipitation in the -10-keV range. Often, especially under quiet or quieting conditions, there is a region of low-energy electron and ion precipitation at low flux levels (1-3 orders of magnitude less intense than in the main oval), which is highly structured (in the sense of having neighboring spectra that are poorly correlated). The precipitation between b5 and b6 is termed the subvisual drizzle poleward of the oval. Boundary b6 is defined as the point where fluxes either drop to levels not easily measurable or drop until a polar rain signature is encountered.
The terms diffuse aurora, discrete aurora, auroral arcs, and electron acceleration events are being used in the literature in ways that, under some conditions, can lead to apparent contradictions. The ground-based "auroral oval of discrete forms" sometimes includes part of the region considered to be diffuse aurora from satellite observations. We recommend that the term auroral arcs be limited to use when instrumentation of resolution -100 m or better is available. Particle observations can identify an "unstructured" aurora, a term we have quantified as a region wherein the correlation coefficient of each individual spectrum with its neighbors lies in the 0.6-0.95 range. "Structured" particle observations are then those with a correlation coefficient below 0.6 (generally in the range 0.0-0.4). Such structure can be caused by field-aligned electron acceleration, but not all structured spectra show such signs. Finally, the term diffuse aurora originally referred to satellite imagery in which spatial structure was not identifiable.
It is reasonable to restore this original definition, taking note that a lack of spatial structure in an image usually, but not always, implies a lack of spectral structure in the corresponding precipitation.
